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Popular Questions

What is the adoption fee?
Adoption fee varies per dog, depending on their situation examples include but are not limited
to: how far they were transported, their medical needs, spay/neuter, treatment of wounds, etc.

Why is the adoption fee that price?
$375 is for a dog that has been treated with shots (parvo, distemper, kennel cough, etc) and
been neutered already.

$275 is for a dog that has been treated with shots but remains un-neutered.

How do I adopt and or foster?
Adopting a dog is easy. First, we ask that you fill out our application form located at the bottom
of the Adoption page or by simply clicking here.

How do I foster?
Fill out the same form as our adoption page here. But instead of putting in one of the dogs
names simply type “foster” or “foster to adopt (with dogs name)” and we will contact you further.
We are always in need of long term fosters and not just those that seek a specific breed, size, or
other variation.

Do the dogs have medical records or information about the
parents like bloodlines etc?
Oftentimes paperwork on dogs is hard to come by because rescues are often strays,
neglected/abused, lost, or from a different shelter. Any records obtained through our rescue will
be given to you only after the adoption fee is paid. Records are most likely photos of originals or
a copy. Oftentimes the parents of a dog are unknown.

This document gets updated frequently and is subject to change.

https://www.fureversafe.com/adoption
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdXTMG7r0cQMEWxA7FJbStV-tYxkl-BTCKw28cuGojBa_Tq4Q/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdXTMG7r0cQMEWxA7FJbStV-tYxkl-BTCKw28cuGojBa_Tq4Q/viewform
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Other Questions You May Have

How does fostering work?
When fostering, some supplies will be given initially and your duties will be to take care of the
dog until an adopter comes along.

Will I get reimbursed for the food and supplies from
fostering?
Costs of food and supplies will be reimbursed so long as funding is available. We do not
guarantee complete reimbursal as this is a very small, volunteer oriented organization.

Where is Furever Safe located?
Hughesville, MD but more generally, we service areas surrounding St. Mary’s, Leonardtown,
Waldorf, Hollywood, La Plata, etc.

What is the adoption fee?
Adoption fee varies per dog, depending on their situation I.e. how far they were transported,
their medical needs, spay/neuter, etc.

Are dogs treated for diseases and illnesses?
All dogs are treated for commonly known illnesses. Typically this includes parvo, distemper,
kennel cough, etc.

If you would like to know more about this, we suggest reading this article on American Kennel
Club’s official website here for puppy shot schedule recommendations.

How do I get to see the dog I want?
Once the application is filled out, we will contact you to discuss the dog you want, make sure it
is still available, and set up a meet and greet at the location of the dog (sometimes are spread
out with fosters).

How do I get more information on a dog?
Messaging the website chat forum is good for quick questions or the Facebook messenger.

This document gets updated frequently and is subject to change.

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/puppy-shots-complete-guide/
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Where are the dogs coming from?
Majority of our dogs come from Texas, but occasionally we rescue locally in the southern
Maryland area.

This document gets updated frequently and is subject to change.


